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Kurt, who su!ers from an incurable 
disease, rebels against his body and the 
limits that are set for him - whatever the 
cost.

A!er Kurt, who su"ers from the rare 
Marfan syndrome and is almost blind, 
has killed his clinging mother, he goes on 
a journey where the boundaries between 
perpetrator and victim are blurred. 
Haunted by her calls, Kurt leaves the clients 
and nurses of a care home distressed. In 
the streets Kurt meets Conny, a 13-year-old 
runaway from a broken home. She readily 
participates in Kurt‘s protest against his 
body, not knowing what moves him or into 
which abyss his journey is leading. How 
much guilt can one individual endure?

SYNOPSIS
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LONG SYNOPSIS
MY BLIND HEART – an idea develops inside a person. Inside, it is comfortable 
and inside the idea can grow. Outside, the person is detached from the 
world, due to the disease the person was born with into this world.
Kurt, a 27-year-old marine biologist, is almost blind and his heart is weak. Kurt su"ers 
from the Marfan Syndrome, a disorder of the connective tissue, which made him blind 
on his right eye and le! him with only 10% vision on his le! eye. Beta blockers and 
dislocation of the lenses, pulmonary infarction and examinations at the medical o#cer 
were $xed marks on his previous path of life. Like in a cocoon he has been living with 
his mother since he was born, inside four walls, where there are no secrets, no privacy 
and no boundaries. Kurt is not a victim of his disease. Kurt dreams of the sea. He dreams 
of sharks and the hunt for weaker individuals. Like in Caravaggio‘s David & Goliath the 
boundaries between victim and perpetrator are blurred in his relationship with his 
mother. Kurt has to break free. The idea turns into action and the 10%, with which he 
can see the world, turn into a very dark light with which he seeks the sea inside himself. 
On his path to determine his own fate he $nds himself in a care home, where he is put 
with people, who share a similar fate, and where he gambles for a new luck. Here he 
meets Roberto, a young man su"ering from the Down Syndrome, who seems to mirror 
his fate. This mirror is held up to him by the hands of strangers and he realizes that 
he cannot stay. Kurt does not go to the dogs of society and frees himself anew. Only 
13-year-old Conny, who saves Kurt from the imminent death by an approaching car, 
seems to be capable of carrying Kurt o" and out of his blind spot he seems to stumble 
into. The attachment to the surrogate family Conny has become for him and which could 
lead him through the darkness like an umbilical cord has to be cut – his desire for the 
sea inside of him is too strong. His wish, not to study the sharks but to become one of 
them, is greater than anything else. Where ever Kurt goes and who ever he meets, he 
is haunted by his mother‘s calls. As if he was yearning for his lover, Kurt longs for the 
several meters thick concrete walls of the 65 meter high Viennese Flak Towers, that make 
him feel as if he  was in$nite through them. As if these pyramids of Vienna turned his 
idea, which he keeps following with growing determination, into an utopia, Kurt gets 
lost in his dead corner he created himself and runs inner amok, disregarding his body 
and the limits that were set for him by society. Kurt goes hunting and starts gambling 
in the casino of life with longer odds. He challenges fate and involves Roberto in a 
game of life and death, where the question of victim and perpetrator is posed anew.
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My Blind Heart is the character study of Kurt, who su"ers from the Marfan Syndrome and tries to rebel against his body. Christos Haas, who plays Kurt, su"ers 
from the rare Marfan Syndrome in real life. His le! eye is blind and his right eye has about 20% vision. The Marfan Syndrome is a defect of the connective tissue, 
the risk of a sudden rupture of the aorta is imminent. Christos and I have known each other since high school and already then, at the age of 13, I wanted to 
make a $lm with him. Because of Christos‘ physical appearance people gave him nicknames such as „Dracula“ and the $lm I pictured back then would probably 
have been a spooky $lm of some sort - with Christos as the new “Kinski Nosferatu“. Time passed, and we changed with it. When we $nally did work together it 
turned into something completely di"erent, something much more personal. For many scenes Christos went to di"erent unpleasant places, always with the aim 
to present the character of Kurt and bring it to life with all its contradictions. One of our main goals was to make a $lm about a man with a handicap, who is 
allowed to be at least as much of a culprit as Travis Bickle or Alexander DeLarge are. The Marfan Syndrome, or the other handicaps that the actors Robert Schmiedt 
or Pranav Lal su"er from, were never a starting point for us to exercise corruption of the lacrimal glands of the audience. On the contrary, we have chosen a path 
where we became friends, like band members who play together, each with his name and his instrument or sometimes even the opportunity to play multiple 
instruments at the gig. I took the real disease of a person and built a $ctional story around it. MY BLIND HEART identi$es a society which, by means of an extended 
arm – technology – develops in a direction that leads away from the body. It is the direction of permanent activity, always on the run from loneliness and with 
the goal of optimisation. A tendency, where designer babies seem to become de$nite and with that a potential extinction of our main character‘s existence. 
Through Kurt‘s starting position in this society due to his body I try to ask the question of a return to the body, which for me is our last outcry in the 21st Century. 
MY BLIND HEART is a $lm which is directed inward, which puts the perception of its main character and his inner world at the center. This decision has also a"ected 
the aesthetics of the $lm and provided a lot of space for the opportunity to work with abstraction. The way one makes a $lm, always describes the $lm one makes.

DIRECTOR‘S STATEMENT
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Producing My Blind Heart for us was not only a 
challenge but also a real need.
Sober and courageous, emotional and close to the 
audience - My Blind Heart is di"erent and it is 
new, but above all it is alive and full of hope. 
The story of outsiders who $nd their own voice, 
their own language, and do not necessarily rebel 
against their own bodies but against the status 
they have in society, is a story that must be told. 
The focus here is on people, the description 
of their con%icts is generally valid and thus 
individually translatable. This outsider position 
can also be transferred onto our $lm. Produced 
single-handedly and within a period of over four 
years, we have crossed resistances and limitations. 
During the making of the $lm we founded the 
collective  CATARACT VISION, as we always tried to 
remain faithful to the $lm, its content and what 
was necessary. We only wanted to stop making My 
Blind Heart when it was $nished, and not a!er 
being pushed to the $!h, sixth or seventh limit, 
or when the money ran out. If you, like us, do not 
catch $sh with a big bait but with your bare hands, 
it simply takes longer. The limitations have served 
creativity and, as is so o!en the case, o"ered 
an incredibly open space for it. Thus, we could 
always go further into the inner world. Initially, 
it was the plan of the director to blow up the 
Viennese %ak towers, ultimately, however, it was 
all about the destruction of the internal defense 
towers. We, too, want to inspire with My Blind 
Heart, which will certainly bring some controversy 
with it through its uncompromising authenticity.

PRODUCERS‘ STATEMENT
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Who doesn‘t appreciate loyalty? We have always liked the 
image of the Capuchin monkeys, who prove their loyalty 
to each other by sticking their $ngers into each other‘s eye 
sockets before they go to battle with other monkeys. Making 
a $lm is always a team e"ort and you always need others you 
can trust. Cataract Vision is a family a"air, Cassavetes-style.
It is a collective founded by Peter Brunner, Franz Dude, Therese 
Seemann and Klara von Veegh. It is not your conventional production 
company, it isn‘t even on the map, legally speaking. My Blind Heart 
is Cataract Vision‘s $rst step towards growth and expansion. The 
next step will be Peter Brunner‘s second feature We Are Sisyphos. 
Cataract Vision is not about reinventing the wheel and all 
about authenticity, strong characters and the incorporation of 
resistance. We are interested in a strong cinematic language 
which perceives abstraction as an o"er to approach inner 
conditions. Cataract Vision is the driving force and the shield 
behind which we intend to make our $lms. It is not an exclusive 
four-people-club but will de$nitely welcome more people in the 
following years, who we trust to stick their $ngers into our eyes.

CATARACT VISION
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CHRISTOS HAAS
Kurt
Christos Haas and Peter Brunner have been friends since highschool. They 
started working on the character of ‘Kurt’ on New Year’s Eve 2008. Christos 
Haas su"ers from the Marfan Syndrome in real life. He is a painter and has 
appeared in artistic performances. This is his $rst lead role in a movie.

Peter Brunner based the screenplay for his next feature $lm We Are 
Sisyphos on his experiences with Christos during the shooting of My Blind 
Heart. Christos Haas will be playing a part in We Are Sisyphos as well.

JANA MCKINNON
Conny

Jana McKinnon is the daughter of an Austrian mother and 
an Australian father, both street artists and $re dancers.

Jana was 12 years old when she started shooting My Blind Heart. 
Despite her young age she has already appeared in several short 
$lms as well as in Revanche by Götz Spielmann. In My Blind 
Heart she plays her $rst lead role. Jana will also be playing 
a part in Peter Brunner‘s next feature $lm We Are Sisyphos. 

BIOGRAPHIES
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SUSANNE LOTHAR &'()*+,*',-
Kurt‘s Mother
Susanne Lothar was a German $lm, TV and theater actress. 
Apart from numerous other $lms, she appeared in Michael 
Haneke’s Funny Games, The Piano Teacher and The White 
Ribbon. My Blind Heart is Susanne Lothar’s last $lm.

ROBERT SCHMIEDT
Roberto

Already as a child Robert Schmiedt played a part in a 
documentary $lm by the late Niki List. During the rehearsals for 
My Blind Heart Peter Brunner and Robert became friends and 
his commitment and passion convinced Peter to extend his part.
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GEORG FRIEDRICH
Paul
Georg Friedrich is one of the best known Austrian actors, notorious for 
his portrayals of social outsiders. Since 1983 he has starred in countless 
$lms (Import/Export, The Piano Teacher, …) and appeared on stage.

CHRISTOPHER SCHÄRF
David

Christopher is a young talented actor from Austria. He has appeared in 
countless movies like Jessica Hausner‘s Hotel, Antonin Svoboda‘s Immer 
Nie Am Meer, etc. He studied at the William Esper Studio in New York.
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PETER BRUNNER
Writer/Director
Peter Brunner, born in 1983, the son of a psychoanalyst and a painting therapist, is a $lmmaker, musician 
and actor from Vienna, Austria. He studied under director Michael Haneke at the Vienna Film Academy. 
His work includes many short $lms and music videos and he directed the Ferdinand Bruckner adaptation 
Sickness of the Youth in 2007 together with fellow students at the Vienna Film Academy, in which he 
also played the leading role. Peter lives in Vienna and works on his solo music project Cardiochaos.
My Blind Heart is Peter‘s feature $lm debut. His second feature, We Are Sisyphos, is currently in pre-production.

FRANZ DUDE
Director of Photography
The collaboration between Franz Dude and Peter Brunner started already during their student 
days at the Vienna Film Academy. Apart from being a cinematographer, Dude is a painter, a 
sculpturer and a musician with his experimental music project Original-Low-Fi. Following 
his $rst feature My Blind Heart, he will be the DOP of the upcoming feature We Are Sisyphos.

THERESE SEEMANN
Producer
Therese Seemann studied $lm production at the Vienna Film Academy. She produced numerous short 
$lms, short documentaries and music videos, before she started working on her $rst feature My Blind 
Heart. She is currently teaching $lm in Styria. Seemann will be working on We Are Sisyphos, too.

KLARA VON VEEGH
Producer
Klara von Veegh has studied $lm in Denmark and Austria. She directed several music videos and short $lms.  My Blind 
Heart being her $rst feature, she will continue working with Peter Brunner as producer and his creative assistant 
on his next feature $lm We Are Sisyphos. She is also a painter and owner of the music label Little Night Music.
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TECHNICAL INFO

MY BLIND HEART

Drama | Austria 2013 | Narrative Feature 92‘ | b/w
Language: German w/ English subtitles

Sound: 5.1 PCM, Stereo | Screen Ratio: 1:1.78
Screening Formats: DCP, BluRay
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CONTACT

CATARACT VISION
Klara Veegh

Kundmanngasse 10/6
A-1030 Vienna

Austria
+43 699 180 200 33

cataracto#ce@gmail.com

www.myblindheart.com
www.facebook.com/MyBlindHeart
www.twitter.com/CataractVision
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